Angiographic CT with intravenous contrast injection compared with conventional rotational angiography in the diagnostic work-up of cerebral aneurysms.
Noninvasive imaging of cerebral aneurysms is still considered inferior to conventional angiography. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of ivACT in the assessment of intracranial aneurysms compared with 3D-DSA. We included 13 patients with 15 incidental unruptured saccular aneurysms scheduled for diagnostic angiographic work-up in our study. In each patient, we performed an ivACT and a conventional angiography including a 3D rotational run. During postprocessing, MPR images were generated for each technique. Maximal aneurysm diameter, neck diameter, aneurysm height, maximum width, bulge height, parent artery diameter, and angle between the parent artery and aneurysm apex were measured for each aneurysm. 3D-DSA and ivACT both provided images of high quality without artificial disturbances (ie, motion artifacts). Measurements of all parameters resulted in comparable values for both modalities with a strong correlation (P ≤ .001). ivACT is feasible for the noninvasive visualization of saccular cerebral aneurysms and may provide reliable diagnostic information for the assessment of aneurysm size and geometry comparable with conventional intra-arterial 3D rotational angiography. These preliminary results might be a first promising step to replacing conventional angiography in preinterventional aneurysm imaging.